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six, Go. 
Objective in Jlyht. Cur/ sleds in overwatch, taxis going in. ” 
Roger. Get the boys out of the taxis and back in fast; we can’t spend too much time in this one-horse burg. ” 

,, 

you to c 
Traveller, al Iu 

I ’-”-?r II is the miniatures combat rules of 58th century warfare, for use with Traveller: The New Era. Now the 
netary engagements of the New Era, the Final War, or the Frontier Wars are under your control, allowing 

Id battalions of lift infantry, drop troops, and grav armor. These rules are fully compatible with - -1.- -Ilow miniatures resolution of roleplaying adventures. 

”Dagger Six, am r e a  .. . 

“Roger, One-six, am releasing TD platoon to your control, ETA at high-speed transit is 90. ” 

zavy direct fire from terrain east of objective, one taxi is down and one damaged. I 
Sleds are setting up perime,,, :or crew recovery, request additional direct fire support, over. 

90, roger. We can hold on for a mi d a half. ” 

ombat in the 58th century is fast-moving, ana s 
Decision miniatures rules, Striker I I  allows rapid play wt- rep1 
advanced technology warfare. These straight-forward rL,,, allo\ 
tactics and command, not the interpretation of complicated rules I 

+ker I I .  Based on the award-winning Command 
3s the rapid tempo and quick reactions of 
a-rs to concentrate on the mental dilemrr-= * 

hanics. 

“This is Dagger One-six. Situation is stabilized. We have established a tu,, 

“Dagger Two-six reports resistance in his sector as well. Can you identify the defendinc 
Poger, I estimate a dismounted rifle battalion supported by a company of track-layin! 

, 
sending dismounts to secure the town center. I‘ 

recon. ” 

’r I I  
organizations-trorr dehicles of Wilds units to thc 
a Reformation Coalition ivtdririe rrrigaue. Jrriker ” ‘ ’ 

’ Jes tables of 
equipment listings for some of the most import units from 1 
history: Zhodani Lift Infantry Battalions and Commando GI 
Marine Task Forces, Imperial Guard Regiments, and the legerludry 43 I 
Lift Infantry Regiment-”The Duke of Reqina’s Own Huscarles.” 

is reembarking, casualties minimal. Will be ready to redeploy in 
3 00. “ 

begins in 240, duration 600. Lifting of bombardment will be simultaneous with drop 
troop insertion. You will be blocking avenues of approach to North and East of Strega, am sending coordinates 

than lust rules, it is also an extensive resource of military hardw, 

Dagger One-six to Dagger Six. v+cur/e is neutralized, infantry 

’’Roger. Good work, One-six. Orbital bombardment of Objective Strega 

nnw. ” 

Striker I 1  provides the full science fiction combat experience with rules on orbital bombardment, drop troops, 
antimissile fire control, planetary environment, and orbital superiority. Campaign rules allow a sophisticated 
strategic gaming experience by adding the effects of combat engineers, maintenance, and quality of food and 
medical care. 

”Dagger Six from One-six, lead elements lifting now. Will be on blocking positions in 180. ” 
”Roger. On my order, prepare to execute ConPlan Brooke from blocking positions. ” 
”Will do, Six, we’re on our way. ” 

;odspeed, One-six. Dagger Six out. ” 
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RULE 1: THE FUNDAREWALS 
Striker is a tactical miniatures game of ground combat in the far 

future. It is designed to emphasize the two salient aspects of 
combat at this levekapidly changing tactical situations and the 
importance of leadership and troop quality-while allowing for a 
wide variety of weapons and vehicles from all tech levels covered 
by the Travellen3 science-fiction roleplaying game. 

Striker is set in the universe of Traveller: The New Era, but 
its rules can as easily be used for resolving science-fiction 
battles in any milieu. Game information for vehicles, weapons 
and personnel are listed in the equipment data charts. The 
appendices to these rules contain the organization charts of 
typical main force units (primarily battalions) for the Reforma- 
tion Coalition, the Regency of Deneb and a variety of smaller 
states. Equipment data for these units is  included in another 
appendix. The game reference charts contain information 
most frequently used during the play of the game. 

1.1 Scale 
These rules are written with 25mm miniatures in mind, but 

may be used with any scale desired. Each vehicle or heavy 
weapon representsone actual vehicleor heavyweapon of that 
type. Single-figure stands represent single individuals, while 
multiple-figure stands represent four-person fireteams. 

Ground scale is 1 :1000, which means that each millimeter 
on the gaming table represents one meter of actual distance. 
All movement and rangesin the game are given in centimeters 
on the playing surface (each representing 10 meters of real 
distance). For players without access to metric rulers, one inch 
equals 25 meters. 

Each game turn represents five minutes of elapsed time. 

1.2 The Referee 
Striker may be played with or without a referee. A referee 

should be a player who knows the rules well and is willing to 
supervise the game being played, but not play. A referee's tasks 
are to generate the scenario, determine the terrain and the 
makeup of both sides, and keep track of hidden units. In 
addition, the referee is responsible for keeping the game 
moving and adjudicating any dispute of the rules that may 
occur. This leads us to the following ironclad statement: 

The referee's word is low during the come of the game, even 
if the ruling is directly contray to the printed rules. 

Each group of players will have varying opinions about 
values of specific weapons, the best way to represent specific 
battlefield activitiesand so on. The middle of a game is not the 
best time to debate such points. The best way to avoid this is  
to make the referee'srulingsfinal forthescenario being played. 
Discussion should wait until after the game is over (indeed, a 
post-game "debriefing" can be very rewarding). 

A referee can be dispensed with if a group consists of 
cooperative, well-experienced players who can agree upon a 
scenario ahead of time. 

A well-planned scenario takes into account the number of 
players, their experience with the rules, the table space and 

troops available for play and the time that can be devoted to 
the game. The referee has the right to alter rules, ratings and 
organizations so as to best suit the scenario he is attempting 
to run. Victory conditions, if needed, and any other informa- 
tion necessary for the scenario should be given to players. As 
a general rule, the more organized the scenario, the better the 
actual game will be for the players. 

1.3 Sequence of Play 
1.31 Phases: Each game turn is  played in a series of phases. 

In general, these phases are resolved in sequence, with all 
action in one phase being resolved before another phase 
begins. The phases, in order, are: 

Command Phase 
Movement Phase 
Fire Phase 
Morale Phase 
Melee Phase 
The details of what occursin each phase will be taken up later 

in these rules. It is  the job of the referee to see that each phase 
is carried out quickly and in its proper sequence. 

1.4 Task Rolls 
The central game mechanic in Striker is a D20 task roll. This 

rollismade todetermineiftargetsareseenorhitbyfire, among 
other things. 

The target number for the roll is usually determined by the 
range and quality of troops making the attempt. This will then 
be modified by difficulty modifiers, abbreviated "diff mods," 
in the rules. A +diff mod makes the task more difficult by 
halving the target number (rounding fractions down), while a 
-diff mod makes it easier, doubling the target number. 

All applicable diff mods are combined into a single compos- 
ite modifier, which is then applied to the task. As a practical 
matter, diff mods serve to shift the range column used to the 
right (+diff mod) or the left ( 4 f f  mod). 

Once the target number is determined, roll 1D20. If the 
number rolled is less than or equal to the target number, the 
task succeeds; otherwise, it fails. 
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R u L E X M o u " c T R o o p s  
For convenience, these rules will use the term "stand" to 

refer to any group of based figures, a vehicle model or a towed 
weapon (although when dealing with vehicles or towed 
weapons, these rules sometimes use the word "model'). 
There are three main types of stands-vehicles, towed weap- 
ons and personnel-with each type further subdivided ac- 
cording to several classifications. 

2.1 Vehicles 
Vehicles consist of all vehicles, including towed trailers and 

horse-drawn wagons and carts (but not cycles). 
All vehicles are divided into six classes according to weight: 

class I (up to 1.5 metric tons), class II (1.5 to 3 metric tons), class 
Ill (3 to 9 metric tons), class IV(9 to 20 metric tons), classV (20 
to 36 metric tons), and class VI (more than 36 metric tons). 

Vehicles also are subdivided according to their suspension 
(wheeled, tracked or lift), and whether or not they are open- 
topped. Half-tracked vehicles are treated as wheeled vehicles 
unless otherwise noted. 

2.2 Towed Weapons 
Towed weapons consist of all towed guns, howitzers, en- 

ergy weapons and towed mortars. 
Towed weapons are subdivided into the same six weight 

classes asvehicles: class I (up to 1.5 metric tons), class It (1.5 to 
3 metric tons), class 111 (3 to 9 metric tons), class IV (9 to 20 
metric tons), class V (20 to 36 metric tons), and class VI (over 
36 metric tons). 

Each towed weapon's model represents only the towed 
weapon itself; its crew is represented separately by a personnel 
stand orstands. Therefore, towed weaponsare never mounted 
on stands but are instead placed on the stands of their crews 
during the course of the game. This enables the crew stand of 
a weapon to be moved separately from the gun model 
(necessary in some situations, such as when gun crews panic 
and abandon their weapons). 

2.21 Fixed Weapons: Some artillery pieces are labeled 
"fixed" instead of having a weight classification. Moving a 
fixed weapon involves dismantling it and transporting its 
component pieces, something which cannot be accomplished 
in the normal come of a battle. 

2.3 Personnel Stands 
Personnel stands consist of all other stands. There are a large 

number of names applied to personnel stands: infantry, 
cavalry, gun crew, command, engineer, MMC, pack animal 
and HIW stands, among others. Some stands have two or 
more names, such as "SMC cavalry stand" or "mounted 
command engineer stand." The name applied to a stand 
indicates how it is referred to on tables of organization and on 
the Personnel Movement and Small Arms Fire Characteristics 
Tables (see page 00). 

Notes: The term "HIW" (heavy infantry weapon) refers to 
those personnel stands with certain weapons that are not 

towed, but carried by the men in that stand. These weapons 
include medium mortars, heavy machineguns and similar 
weapons. For example, an 8cm mortar stand is a stand 
equipped with an mortar model fastened to the stand along 
with two to three crew figures. 

Cycle stands (bicycles, motorcycles and grav cycles) are 
considered to be infantry riding the cycles unless otherwise 
specified. For example, a "motorcycle MMC stand" is a MMC 
stand riding motorcycles. 

Finally, these rules distinguish between three dfierent sizes 
of personnel stands: fire team stand, single stand and crew 
stand. 

2.31 Fire Team Size: The base for a fire team stand, 
representing four infantrymen, is 1.5 inches wide by 1 inch 
deep (or 40 mm by 25 mm). Two or more figures should be 
mounted on each stand (whichever looks best) and should 
show the weapons carried by that stand if at  all possible. (A 
gauss rifle stand will have gauss rifles, a plasma bazooka stand 
has a plasma bazooka, etc.) In some cases, it may be necessary 
to use a slightly larger stand than this to accommodate larger 
figures, as in the case of mounted cavalry. 
2.32 Double Size: A double-sized stand, representing the 

crew of a large heavy weapon (onewhich is fired from a mount 
instead of from the shoulder) is 2 inches wide by 1.5 inches 
deep (or 50 mm by 40 mm). Two or more figures should be 
mounted on each stand. If the weapon used by the stand is a 
man-packed weapon, such as a mortar, the weapon should 
also be mounted on the stand. If the stand is to be used as a 
crew for a towed weapon, the figures should be mounted in 
such a way that the weapon can be placed (but not glued) on 
the stand. 

2.33 Single Size: The single-figure stand, representing a 
single commander, scout, or sometimes commando, is )/4 

inch by )/4 inch (or20 mm by20 mm). Onlyonefigureshould 
be mounted on each stand. In some cases, it may be necessary 
to use a slightly larger stand than this to accommodate a larger 
figure, as in the case of a trooper wearing battledress, or a race 
more massive than humans. 

If necessary, these stand sizes may be changed slightly to 
allow infantry stands to fit into the back of model vehicles, and 
so on. This is not required, but the visual effect of troops riding 
in the models is very pleasing. (However, this may not be 
possible with some types of model vehicles.) 
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